DSM delivers competitive
advantage for world-leading
marine engine manufacturer
Mercury Marine, a world-leading marine engine manufacturer needed an effective,
high-performance fuel system for its engines. Computer-based simulation and traditional
prototyping techniques could not offer accurate testing. But using DSM additive
manufacturing materials allowed the company to enhance its engine development program.
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“DSM materials created parts that provided us real-world experience to see what
was happening inside the fuel system. Other techniques, like CFD modelling, could
only give us a rough estimate. As a result, we have developed a best-in-class fuel
supply module which has delivered a significant competitive advantage for Mercury
Marine’s engine propulsion technology.”
Mike Torgerud, Mercury Marine
Challenges

Benefits

One of the main issues marine engine manufacturers face
is handling and controlling fluids such as gasoline, oil and
water. In marine engines, the fuel tank is separate from the
engine, so fuel has to be pumped between the two under
pressure. But gasoline is a volatile liquid which can change
under conditions like pressure, flow, temperature and
vibration. The challenge was to find the safest and most
efficient way of managing the process. But it was complex.

DSM materials have transformed the way Mercury Marine
develops and tests new product designs by developing
prototypes that can withstand and closely replicate a
live engine environment.

Engineers needed to accurately determine how and
under what circumstances fuel changes. That required
visualizing fuel flow through different parts of the
system as the engine was running. Using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to simulate the process was not
sophisticated enough to capture all the different parameters or predict how liquids react. Other traditional
product development techniques also did not work well.
Mike Torgerud, the Lead Fluid Systems Design Engineer and
Technical Specialist for Gasoline at Mercury Marine, says, “We
started by using CNC billet tooling to make prototypes, but
they were expensive, not very durable and couldn’t achieve
the wall thicknesses we needed. Also, the transparent materials required to see liquid flows were often too brittle to
machine. We couldn’t afford to invest time and money into a
prototype design that we weren’t sure was going to work.”
Initially, Torgerud and his team had taken a piecemeal
approach to the problem. They built a test fuel system
environment using different components and included a
piece of clear hose in the model to visualize fuel phase
changes. Alternatively, they would create a prototype, cut
a hole and then cover it with a clear screen, effectively
making a window into the component.
Solution
Mercury Marine presented the development challenge to
its service bureau, Express Pattern. They suggested that
Marine Mercury try Somos® WaterShed XC 11122 because
it offered both transparency for visualization and the
ability to withstand temperatures of up to 85ºC.
Mercury Marine has continued using Somos® WaterShed
XC 11122 for several years and has expanded its use of
DSM materials to include Somos® PerFORM and Somos®
ProtoTherm 12120. These materials have played a critical
role in helping Mercury Marine develop a new fuel supply
module comprising fuel pumps, heat exchangers and
pressure regulators. This fuel module is used across
multiple engine platforms ranging from 75hp up to 400hp.

There are several critical features of the DSM materials
that made them so effective in helping Mercury Marine
prototype and develop its market-leading engine design.
These are strength, fine detailing, transparency,
durability, and water and heat resistance.
The materials, along with the SL process, allow for quick
trial and error testing. The design team was able to make
a part, test it and then change features that needed
altering. Marine Mercury went through approximately 20
different concepts and iterations, since they could
evaluate the changes quickly and new designs were back
in less than a week. Another key feature of DSM materials
is their thermal conductivity. This allowed Mercury Marine
to make and use prototype parts in test environments
similar to or the same as a real marine engine. DSM
materials’ heat and corrosion resistant properties allow
Mercury Marine to carry out prototype testing in harsh
environments. Heat transfer rates are similar to those
in production injection molded parts and enable early
review of heat exchange in concept-level components.

Withstands sea trials
“We were surprised at the durability of the DSM
material. We found we could put the prototype
into an engine and test it in harsh saltwater
environments. The material withstood the full
abuses of an engine out at sea.”
Mike Torgerud, Mercury Marine
About Mercury Marine
Mercury Marine was founded in 1939 and has grown to
become one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
marine propulsion systems. They employ 6,200 people
and have offices around the world and manufacturing
sites in the US, Mexico, Japan, Belgium and China.
Customers include boat builders, dealers and consumers
who purchase Mercury’s products through a global
network of dealers and online suppliers. Mercury
Marine’s research and product development center is at
their global headquarters in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, US.
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